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Prosecutors looking for clear guidance on how to satisfy the 
requirements of the Sixth Amendment’s Confrontation Clause, 
as interpreted in Crawford v. Washington2 and its progeny, 
when the prosecution presents expert testimony that is based 
in part upon conclusions reached by other (non-testifying) 
experts or technicians have been disappointed by the United 
States Supreme Court’s 2012 decision in Williams v. Illinois.3 
Although the Court affirmed the defendant’s convictions for 
sexual assault and related crimes, only four Justices joined 
the plurality opinion, with the fifth vote resting on an entirely 
different rationale. The absence of a majority opinion, along 
with the vigorous dissent joined by the remaining Justices, has 
raised more questions than it answers about when and how 
an expert may testify to conclusions based upon the opinions 
or work of other experts or technicians.

A Brief Review of the Impact of Crawford
Over the past nine years since the United States Supreme 
Court’s landmark decision in Crawford, prosecutors have 

continually adapted their practices in presenting the State’s 
case to accommodate the requirements of the Confrontation 
Clause as interpreted in Crawford. Before Crawford, under the 
then-applicable standard set forth in Ohio v. Roberts,4 prose-
cutors trying domestic violence or other cases involving un-
available witnesses had the option of proving their cases by 
presenting conventional hearsay evidence subject to firmly 
established hearsay exceptions. Under the Roberts standard, 
hearsay statements of unavailable witnesses could be admit-
ted, without offending the Confrontation Clause, provided that 

[the out-of-court statement] bears adequate “indicia of 
reliability.” Reliability can be inferred without more in 
a case where the evidence falls within a firmly rooted 
hearsay exception. In other cases, the evidence must 
be excluded, at least absent a showing of particularized 
guarantees of trustworthiness.5

Thus, under the Roberts rule, confrontation analysis depend-
ed mainly upon whether the statement fell within a “firmly 
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rooted hearsay exception” or whether the State could show 
“particularized guarantees of trustworthiness.” Under this 
scheme, admissibility of a statement without an opportu-
nity to confront the witness depended upon whether the 
statement could be deemed sufficiently reliable.

In Crawford, the Supreme Court overruled Roberts and 
defined a new standard for the admissibility of the out-of-
court statements of unavailable witnesses. Under the new 
Crawford standard, as further developed in subsequent cas-
es,6 cross-examination became the only acceptable means of 
satisfying the Confrontation Clause, at least for statements 
that are deemed to be “testimonial”—in general, those 
statements made for the purpose of eventual use at trial, as 
opposed to being made for some other purpose, such as al-
lowing the police to meet an ongoing emergency. An entire 
jurisprudence has developed for determining which state-
ments are considered to be testimonial, and thus subject to 
Crawford’s cross-examination requirements.7 Nontestimo-
nial hearsay statements remain admissible, so long as they 
are admissible under the jurisdiction’s hearsay exceptions.

Forensic Evidence Under Crawford:  
Melendez-Diaz and Bullcoming
The Supreme Court soon was faced with the question of 
how Crawford’s principles should be applied in the context 
of forensic evidence, which typically involves expert anal-
yses, reports, and testimony. The first such case the Court 
considered, Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts,8 was a drug 
case in which the defendant was charged with distributing 
over 14 grams of cocaine. Rather than calling a lab analyst 
to testify, the Commonwealth had submitted a sworn, cer-
tified lab report stating that the substance tested positive 
for cocaine and that the weight was in excess of 14 grams. 
Although the Massachusetts courts had held that the lab 
report in question was “nontestimonial,” a five-Justice ma-
jority of the United States Supreme Court held that a cer-
tified lab report was the equivalent of an affidavit, a form 
of evidence that is considered to be within the “core class 
of testimonial statements” under Crawford, and that the 
report was made for the purpose of creating evidence for 
trial. For those reasons, the Court held that the report was 
inadmissible except through the testimony of the analyst, 
subject to cross-examination.9 

The Court in Melendez-Diaz rejected the arguments that 
lab reports are not “accusatory” in nature, and that scien-
tific evidence is somehow different because it is “neutral” 
or “objective.”10 The Court further rejected the argument 
that the report would be admissible under the “business 
records” exception to the hearsay rule—under Crawford, 
business records would be considered nontestimonial only 
where they were not prepared in anticipation of litiga-
tion.11 The opinion made it clear that the defendant’s abili-
ty to call the analyst to testify did not satisfy the confronta-
tion requirement; however, the Court did approve the use 
of “notice and demand” statutes requiring the State to pro-
vide notice of intent to rely on a lab report without calling 
the analyst and requiring the defendant to make a timely 
demand that the analyst be produced for trial or otherwise 
forfeit his right to cross-examine the analyst.12 In a foot-
note, the Court suggested that not all witnesses involved in 
chain of custody or proper functioning of equipment nec-
essarily need to be called at trial—chain of custody goes to 
the weight, not the admissibility, of evidence, and records 
concerning maintenance of equipment might be conven-
tional nontestimonial business records.13

The next Supreme Court case involving forensic evidence, 
Bullcoming v. New Mexico,14 was a DWI case in which the 
State sought to introduce evidence of the defendant’s blood 
alcohol level. Because the analyst who had tested the de-
fendant’s blood sample was on unpaid leave for an undis-
closed reason,15 the State instead called a substitute analyst 
from the same lab. The testifying analyst was familiar with 
the procedures and protocols used at the lab, although he 
had had no personal involvement in the tests performed on 
the defendant’s blood, nor had he personally observed the 
test procedures on this particular sample. The New Mexico 
Supreme Court held that, although the lab report was testi-
monial under Melendez-Diaz, the analyst was a “mere scriv-
ener” who had simply made a record of the machine-gen-
erated results, and cross-examination of the substitute 
analyst therefore provided the defendant with sufficient 
opportunity for confrontation.16 The United States Supreme 
Court agreed that the lab report in question was testimonial 
because it was sufficiently “formal” (having been certified, 
despite the absence of an oath) and because it had been cre-
ated for purposes of prosecution.17 The Court reversed the 
conviction, however, on the grounds that the defendant was 
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entitled to cross-examine the analyst who performed the 
test, not a substitute analyst who had no personal involve-
ment in the testing. Such cross-examination was necessary 
under the Confrontation Clause, the Court reasoned, to en-
able the defendant to probe for any errors in the procedure 
or for any possible dishonesty on the part of the analyst.

The same four Justices (Kennedy, Roberts, Alito, and Breyer)  
dissented in both Melendez-Diaz and Bullcoming. The dis-
senting opinions in these cases raised practical concerns 
about the application of the majority opinions to cases in-
volving forensic evidence: how can the trial courts, prosecu-
tors, and defense know which analysts or technicians must 
be called to testify in cases where multiple steps in the test-
ing procedures may need to be performed? Must every an-
alyst or technician who participated in the test be called?18

In her concurring opinion in Bullcoming, Justice Sotomayor 
noted several issues not presented by the facts of that case, 
among them the situation where one expert testifies to an 
independent opinion, relying upon the report of a non-tes-
tifying expert as a basis for that opinion pursuant to Fed. R. 
Evid. 703.19 That scenario was finally presented in the facts 
of Williams v. Illinois.

Williams v. Illinois: The Facts of the Case
The victim, L.J., was abducted, robbed, and raped by a strang-
er. She immediately reported the crime to the police, and rape 
kit evidence was collected, including vaginal swabs. At that 
point, no suspect had been identified. The rape kit evidence 
was sent to Cellmark, an independent lab under contract 
with the state. Cellmark performed a DNA analysis, resulting 
in a male profile that was duly entered into the state’s DNA 
data bank. The computer system indicated a possible match 
to a profile developed from a sample provided by defendant 
Williams, who had been required to submit to DNA testing 
as a result of his arrest for an unrelated crime that occurred 
a few months after the rape of L.J.. The victim subsequently 
identified the defendant in a line-up as her attacker.

At the defendant’s non-jury trial, the prosecution called the 
technician from the state lab that had developed the de-
fendant’s DNA profile, as well as the DNA analyst who had 
compared those results with the profile prepared by Cell-
mark from the DNA collected from the vaginal swabs taken 

from the victim. No witness from Cellmark testified. The 
state lab analyst testified that Cellmark was an accredited 
lab whose results she and other experts routinely relied 
upon. She also testified to the chain of custody procedures 
followed for submitting evidence to, or receiving evidence 
or reports from, Cellmark. The analyst testified that her 
comparison between the Cellmark profile based upon the 
samples submitted from L.J. and the profile of the defen-
dant’s DNA sample resulted in a “match.” The defendant ar-
gued that the testimony identifying the Cellmark profile as 
having come from the swabs taken from the victim violated 
his Sixth Amendment right to confrontation, an argument 
rejected by the Illinois Court of Appeals and the Illinois Su-
preme Court, both of which concluded that such “basis for 
the opinion” testimony was not hearsay because it was not 
offered for the truth of the assertion.20

Williams: Plurality Opinion (by Alito,  
J., joined by Roberts, C.J., and Kennedy 
and Breyer, JJ.)
The plurality opinion offered two alternative grounds for 
admitting the analyst’s testimony concerning the Cellmark 
report. First, the plurality concluded that the statement con-
cerning the provenance of the Cellmark profile was not of-
fered for the truth of the matter, placing it outside the reach 
of Crawford and its progeny.21 The plurality noted that there 
was circumstantial evidence to show that the Cellmark pro-
file was what it purported to be, based upon evidence mark-
ings and manifests showing chain of custody, along with the 
implausibility that any errors would have produced a profile 
that just happened to match the defendant (who had not yet 
been identified as a suspect but was subsequently identified 
by the victim).22 Observing that if the State had couched its 
question to the state lab analyst in the traditional hypothet-
ical form there would be no issue as to confrontation, the 
plurality rejected the notion that failure to word the ques-
tion in that manner transformed the testimony into substan-
tive testimony that violated the Confrontation Clause.23 The 
plurality noted that, although the distinction between “basis 
for the opinion” testimony not offered for its truth and sub-
stantive evidence that is offered for the truth might be prob-
lematic where a jury is asked to make such a fine distinction, 
this was a bench trial in which the trial judge was not likely 
to mistake the purpose for which the testimony was offered 
nor to consider it for the wrong purpose.24
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The second rationale offered by the plurality for admitting 
the testimony was that the Cellmark report was not “testi-
monial” under Crawford because no suspect had yet been 
identified and there was thus no possibility that the results 
of any testing might accidentally or deliberately be skewed 
so as to identify a particular suspect.25 

Justice Breyer, who joined the plurality opinion, also 
wrote a concurring opinion in which he expressed a wish 
that the case be re-argued, with a focus on the practical 
implications of the application of Crawford to expert tes-
timony, which often relies on the work of multiple tech-
nicians or analysts, along with the problems presented 
by experts who may no longer be available in situations 
where re-testing of samples may not be an option (e.g., 
autopsy results in “cold cases”).26

Williams: Justice Thomas’s Concurring 
Opinion
Although Justice Thomas agreed that the testimony in ques-
tion did not violate the Confrontation Clause, he explicitly 
rejected the plurality’s reasoning. He specifically rejected 
the notion that the testimony concerning the Cellmark re-
port was not admitted for its truth, agreeing with the dis-
sent that if the Cellmark report was not “true” there would 
be no reason for it to be relied upon by the analyst who tes-
tified.27 He also agreed with the dissent that there was no 
basis to carve out an exception to “testimonial” statements 
if they do not inculpate an already-identified suspect.28

Justice Thomas affirmed the conviction based upon his belief 
that the Cellmark report was not “testimonial” for a different 
reason. For him, any statement that lacks the “formality and 
solemnity” of a certification or affidavit would be “nontesti-
monial” under Crawford.29 Because the Cellmark report was 
neither certified to nor sworn to, Justice Thomas would have 
permitted its admission as a nontestimonial statement.30

Williams: Dissenting Opinion (by Kagan, 
J., joined by Scalia, Ginsburg, and  
Sotomayor, JJ.)
The dissenting Justices (all of whom were in the majority 
in Bullcoming) saw no distinction between this case and 
Bullcoming or Melendez–Diaz. They rejected the notion that 
the testimony concerning the Cellmark report was not of-

fered for its truth, reasoning that the Cellmark profile oth-
erwise lacked any relevance at all.31 They also discerned no 
basis for the plurality’s new test for whether a statement 
was “testimonial” under Crawford, noting that nothing in 
their prior opinions had suggested that evidence must be 
directed toward a particular individual before it would be 
considered “testimonial.”32 They also disagreed with Justice 
Thomas’s rationale for admitting the uncertified Cellmark 
report, noting that this “formality” distinction had been ex-
pressly rejected by a majority of the Court in Bullcoming.33

For the dissenters, this case required a simple application 
of Melendez-Diaz and Bullcoming, which they said barred 
the testimony concerning the source of the DNA profile pro-
duced by Cellmark.34 The dissent would have seen no con-
frontation problem if the analyst had testified in response 
to a strictly hypothetical question: whether, assuming that 
the Cellmark profile was produced from the DNA extracted 
from the vaginal samples taken from the victim, the Cell-
mark profile matched the profile produced from the defen-
dant’s DNA. In that case, it would have been up to the State 
to present evidence that the Cellmark report was what it 
purported to be, which could be done circumstantially.35 
The dissent hinted in footnote 4 of its opinion that not ev-
ery analyst or technician involved in the process would nec-
essarily have to testify in order to satisfy the requirements 
of the Confrontation Clause, observing that this case did 
not squarely present that question, since it was not an issue 
whether one or three or six or twelve witnesses testified, 
but rather it was the fact that no one involved in prepara-
tion of the Cellmark report testified.36

Williams: Analysis
The Williams decision, while representing a victory for 
the prosecutors in that case, has only muddied the already 
murky waters of confrontation jurisprudence. It fails to 
answer, in a clear and decisive way, the question of what 
evidence must be presented at trial when the State’s case 
is based in part upon scientific evidence, which may have 
numerous sub-components worked on by various techni-
cians and analysts before a final expert report is prepared.

Because the rationales of the Alito plurality were rejected 
by a majority of the court (the four dissenters along with 
Justice Thomas), those rationales cannot be relied upon as 
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precedent. “When a fragmented Court decides a case and 
no single rationale explaining the result enjoys the assent 
of five Justices, ‘the holding of the Court may be viewed as 
that position taken by those Members who concurred in the 
judgments on the narrowest grounds . . . .’” Marks v. United 
States.37 In Williams, however, there is no overlap between 
the rationales relied upon by the plurality and the rationale 
relied upon in the Thomas concurrence. The Williams case 
is perhaps best viewed as a sui generis example of the re-
treat of a majority of the Court from Crawford. Essentially, 
the conviction was affirmed only because the Cellmark re-
port was not certified or sworn to—a fact that was signif-
icant for Justice Thomas alone, based upon a definition of 
“testimonial” that has been repeatedly rejected by a major-
ity of the Court. It is doubtful whether prosecutors can rely 
upon admitting hearsay as the “basis for the expert’s opin-
ion,” under Rule 703 of the rules of evidence applicable in 
most jurisdictions, on the theory that it is not offered for its 
truth. A jury trial in particular highlights this difficulty—the 
plurality emphasized that the trial in Williams was a bench 
trial in which there was little risk that the factfinder would 
consider the report for its truth. 

Interpretation of Williams by the  
Lower Courts
As might be expected, given the fractured opinions in Wil-
liams and the difficulty of extracting a simple rule—or even 
a complex one—for application in cases not presenting an 
identical set of facts, the state and lower federal courts have 
struggled to apply Williams’ principles to a wide variety of 
cases involving forensic evidence. Many opinions frankly 
acknowledge the difficulty of applying the latest version of 
the Court’s confrontation analysis to the cases they are de-
ciding.38 One court faced with the task observed, “Making 
sense out of the case law in this area is to some extent an ex-
ercise in tasseomancy [divination by reading tea leaves].”39 
The result has been inconsistent application in the vari-
ous cases in which Williams-type questions are presented. 
Testimony by analysts who did not personally perform the 
tests in question, testimony by experts who rely on the re-
sults of testing actually performed by other technicians, 
and admissibility of lab reports certified to by a testifying 
analyst who did not personally perform the testing but an-
alyzed the results are just a few of the scenarios presented. 
A brief sampling of some of the lower court post-Williams 

decisions follows. Although the decisions are good law in 
their respective jurisdictions, the prosecutor must keep in 
mind that Supreme Court confrontation jurisprudence, as 
applied in the forensic evidence context, is currently in a 
state of flux, and that the next decision from that Court may 
effectively overrule any of these decisions.

The California courts have published more decisions pur-
porting to apply Williams in various contexts than any oth-
er single jurisdiction. The courts in that state have adopted 
perhaps the most liberal (and debatable) interpretation of 
Williams, concluding that the two essential elements that 
all of the Williams Justices would agree are necessary for an 
out-of-court statement to be considered testimonial are: (1) 
some degree of formality and (2) that the statement “[per-
tain] in some fashion to a criminal prosecution.”40 On Oc-
tober 15, 2012, the California Supreme Court issued three 
opinions involving Williams issues. In People v. Dungo,41 the 
State had presented testimony of a forensic pathologist who 
did not perform the autopsy. That pathologist testified to his 
opinion of the cause of death based upon his own observa-
tions of the data contained in an autopsy report prepared 
by a non-testifying pathologist. The autopsy report itself 
was not admitted into evidence. The testifying pathologist 
concluded that the victim had died of asphyxiation due to 
strangulation. The Court held that the data contained in the 
autopsy report was not testimonial because (1) since au-
topsies serve many purposes, prosecution being only one of 
them, the primary purpose of the autopsy was not to create 
evidence for purposes of prosecution, and (2) the objective 
observations of the pathologist who performed the autopsy 
were not sufficiently formal.42 In the second case, People v. 
Lopez,43 a vehicular homicide case, the State introduced a lab 
report consisting of chain-of-custody notations, calibration 
data, quality-control sample run data, and the machine-gen-
erated gas chromatography results. The technician who per-
formed the testing did not testify, but another analyst from 
the lab did, providing his own interpretation of the results. 
Although the lab report bore the initials of the non-testifying 
analyst who performed the tests, the lab report was neither 
sworn to nor certified. The Court did not reach the question 
of the “primary purpose” of the testing, concluding that the 
report and the data contained therein was not sufficiently 
“formal” to be considered testimonial.44 In the third case, 
People v. Rutterschmidt,45 a homicide case in which a lab di-
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rector testified to the results of toxicology tests he did not 
personally perform but rather reviewed for accuracy, the 
Court declined to determine whether there was any Sixth 
Amendment violation because any error would have been 
harmless in light of the overwhelming evidence of guilt.46

The intermediate appellate courts in California, following 
Dungo and Lopez, have concluded that many kinds of fo-
rensic evidence and expert testimony are admissible based 
on the fact that the out-of-court statements either were not 
sufficiently formal or were not created for the primary pur-
pose of criminal prosecution. In People v. Holmes,47 three 
supervising criminalists from three different labs testified 
to DNA results in tests they did not personally perform (the 
lab reports were referred to for purposes of forming their 
opinions, and were referred to in their testimony, but not ad-
mitted into evidence). The Court of Appeals determined that 
the underlying data was not sufficiently formal to be consid-
ered testimonial.48 In People v. Barba,49 the Court of Appeals 
went even further. In that case, a lab director testified about 
DNA tests she had not personally performed. The reports 
themselves were admitted into evidence through her testi-
mony. None of the reports had been sworn to or certified. Af-
ter a painstaking analysis of the opinions in Williams and in 
the other California decisions that followed, the court held 
that: “So long as a qualified expert who is subject to cross 
examination conveys an independent opinion about the 
test results, then evidence about the DNA tests themselves 
is admissible.”50 Although the court did not decide wheth-
er admission of the reports themselves was error, the court 
concluded that any error in their admission was harmless.51 

The Illinois courts have also applied Williams in a manner that 
facilitates the admission of forensic evidence in both autopsy 
and DNA cases. In People v. Leach,52 the Illinois Supreme Court 
held that testimony by a reviewing pathologist who had not 
performed the autopsy, and admission of the original autopsy 
report itself, did not violate the Confrontation Clause because 
autopsies are not performed only for purposes of criminal 
prosecution, and because they are not intended to target a 
particular suspect.53 The Court took a pragmatic approach to 
the issue of admissibility of autopsy reports:

Finally, as a practical matter, because a prosecution for 
murder may be brought years or even decades after the 
autopsy was performed and the report prepared, these 

reports should be deemed testimonial only in the un-
usual case in which the police play a direct role (perhaps 
by arranging for the exhumation of a body to reopen a 
“cold case”) and the purpose of the autopsy is clearly to 
provide evidence for use in a prosecution. The potential 
for a lengthy delay between the crime and its prosecu-
tion could severely impede the cause of justice if routine 
autopsies were deemed testimonial merely because the 
cause of death is determined to be homicide.54

In People v. Negron,55 the Illinois Appellate Court approved 
the testimony of a DNA analyst who did not personally per-
form the test procedures, but who was director of the lab 
that performed the test and later reviewed the results of 
the testing. In Negron, a bloody tissue, found underneath 
the bed in a home that was burglarized, was sent to a Cell-
mark lab for analysis. The resulting profile later proved to 
be a match to the defendant, whose DNA was already in the 
state’s DNA database. The state lab analyst testified to the 
comparison, and the director of the Cellmark lab testified 
regarding the profile developed from the bloody tissue, al-
though the director did not herself perform the testing. Fol-
lowing the state Supreme Court’s decision in Leach, the Ap-
pellate Court held that the DNA testing was neither for the 
purpose of targeting a particular individual nor performed 
for the primary purpose of creating evidence for a criminal 
case.56 Although the court purports to apply the “primary 
purpose test” of both the plurality and dissenting opinions 
in Williams, it seems highly doubtful that the dissenting Jus-
tices in Williams would agree with the proposition that the 
testing was not done for the primary purpose of creating 
evidence in a criminal case.

Other courts have taken a far more conservative view of 
Williams, excluding evidence that arguably might have been 
admissible under a majority view in that case. In Young v. 
United States,57 the District of Columbia Court of Appeals 
held that the testimony of a lead analyst, who conducted the 
interpretation and comparison of a DNA profile developed 
from the rape victim’s swab with a profile developed from 
a known sample of the defendant’s DNA but did not per-
sonally conduct the testing (all of which was performed by 
her subordinates at the same FBI lab), violated the defen-
dant’s right to confrontation. “[I]f Williams does have prec-
edential value as the government contends, an out-of-court 
statement is testimonial under that precedent if its primary 
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purpose is evidentiary and it is either a targeted accusation 
or sufficiently formal in character.”58 In Young, the court 
reasoned that the DNA test results relied upon and refer-
enced by the lead analyst were obtained for an evidentiary 
purpose and, at least with respect to testing the DNA taken 
from the defendant, were obtained with the purpose of ob-
taining evidence against a targeted suspect.59 Although the 
court went on to say, “We do not hold that every analyst and 
technician who performed any aspect of the multi-stage 
process used to isolate, amplify, identify, and analyze DNA 
evidence must testify at a defendant’s trial absent a waiv-
er,”60 the opinion, like Williams itself, leaves unanswered the 
question of which technicians must testify at trial to satisfy 
the Confrontation Clause. The opinion does not even allude 
to footnote 4 of the Williams dissent, in which Justice Kagan 
suggests that the testimony of a “lead analyst” may be suffi-
cient to satisfy the Confrontation Clause.

In Martin v. State,61 the Delaware Supreme Court disap-
proved the testimony of the certifying analyst from the lab 
that had tested the defendant’s blood for the presence of 
drugs following his arrest for driving offenses. The testify-
ing analyst in that case took the “batch results” of testing 
performed by another technician, reviewed them, and cer-
tified a report stating that PCP was found in the defendant’s 
blood sample. In spite of the fact that the machine-gener-
ated batch results were not certified by the technician who 
ran the tests, the Delaware court held that failure to call that 
technician violated the defendant’s confrontation right.62 
Finding that the case fell “somewhere between Bullcoming 
and Williams,”63 the Court said that the testifying/certifying 
analyst’s reliance on the non-testifying technician’s testing 
effectively put the truth of those tests before the jury with-
out the defendant’s having an opportunity to cross-exam-
ine the technician about how the tests were performed.64 
It seems questionable, however, whether a majority of 
the Williams Court, including Justice Thomas, would have 
found such testimony relying on uncertified test results a 
violation of the Confrontation Clause.65

In United States v. Cameron,66 the First Circuit applied Wil-
liams in the context of computer forensic evidence. The 
court first determined that several different types of re-
ports of user activity maintained by the service provider, 
Yahoo!, were nontestimonial business records maintained 
in the ordinary course of business.67 However, the court 

found that two classes of reports introduced at trial, Ya-
hoo!’s “CP [child pornography] Reports” (which consisted 
solely of information gleaned from the nontestimonial busi-
ness records), and “NCMEC [National Center for Missing 
and Exploited Children] CyberTipline Reports” (a clearing 
house which forwarded the CP reports to the NCMEC for 
transmittal to the appropriate law enforcement authori-
ties), were testimonial reports requiring an opportunity to 
cross-examine the author.68 The court said it was irrelevant 
that the CP Reports (and the CyperTipline Reports that 
contained the same information) were based upon obvious 
conclusions drawn from the original nontestimonial busi-
ness records. The court found there was some element of 
“analysis” that was conducted in compiling the CP Reports, 
making them “new statements” that were testimonial be-
cause they were prepared only after Yahoo! found images 
believed to be child pornography.69 This conclusion, too, 
seems to be one not required by Williams or any other Su-
preme Court precedent.

Not all courts have decided that the “primary purpose” of 
autopsies in criminal cases is anything other than criminal 
prosecution. In State v. Kennedy,70 a substitute forensic pa-
thologist, who did not perform the autopsy, referred to the 
original autopsy report during his testimony, agreed with 
the original pathologist’s conclusions regarding the cause 
and manner of death, and additionally testified to some of 
his own conclusions based upon data contained in the au-
topsy report, which was admitted into evidence. The West 
Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals held that autopsy re-
ports are always testimonial, and that testimony of the pa-
thologist that agreed with the report’s conclusions about the 
cause and manner of death violated the defendant’s right to 
confront the report’s author, but that the independent opin-
ions by the testifying pathologist about the probable source 
of some of the injuries inflicted were properly admitted.71 
The New Mexico Supreme Court came to a similar conclu-
sion in State v. Navarette,72 which also involved a second 
pathologist testifying based upon information contained in 
the autopsy report of a previous pathologist. In that case, 
the Court held that some of the information in the autopsy 
report amounted to “raw data” and objective observations 
that could be the basis for a second testifying expert’s inde-
pendent opinion, but that more subjective judgments—in 
this case observations of gunpowder stippling that shed 
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light on how the crime was committed—were testimonial 
and inadmissible without the testimony of the pathologist 
who made those subjective determinations.73

Strategies and Recommendations  
(Who You Gonna Call?)74

As jurisdictions around the country grapple with the recur-
ring problems presented by multi-analyst forensic testing 
or by forensic analysts who may no longer be available to 
testify at trial, prosecutors must try to determine how to 
prove their cases without risking reversal on appeal for 
confrontation violations. At the same time, most prosecu-
tors’ offices are under severe budget constraints that may 
limit the ability of prosecutors to secure the attendance at 
trial of all analysts in all but the most serious cases. The 
trial of “cold cases” years or decades after the crime and 
the autopsy may mean that the original analyst or medi-
cal examiner is no longer available and that samples are 
no longer available for re-testing. The prosecutor’s diffi-
cult task, then, is to balance the various considerations that 
may impact their trial strategy, including such factors as 
the availability of the various technicians and analysts who 
may have participated in testing procedures (including the 
cost of producing such witnesses in court), the degree to 
which the forensic evidence in question is critical to a con-
viction, the importance of the case, the availability of notice 
and demand procedures, and the lead time available. Ulti-
mately, prosecutors must determine the acceptable level of 
risk that a conviction will be reversed on appeal for a con-
frontation violation. 

As we have seen in the foregoing section, California has 
taken a liberal approach to admitting DNA expert testimo-
ny based upon the reports of non-testifying analysts, by 
expansively interpreting the plurality opinion in Williams. 
While prosecutors in California can be certain that their ap-
pellate courts will approve of DNA evidence presented in 
this manner, this expansive interpretation of Williams has 
yet to be tested in the United States Supreme Court. New 
cases concerning these difficult issues are being decided 
daily all over the nation, with less than predictable results. 
In deciding how best to prove a particular case involving 
multi-analyst testing or testing performed and reports 
prepared by unavailable experts, prosecutors should first 
check their own state’s case law to determine whether their 

courts have weighed in on the particular issue. Even where 
there is controlling case law in the state courts, however, 
any application of the principles in Williams to scenarios 
not involving an identical or very similar set of facts may 
not survive the next United States Supreme Court confron-
tation case involving forensic evidence. 

Under the most literal reading of Williams, it appears that 
expert testimony concerning forensic evidence will be ad-
missible under that decision only where the report at issue 
is (a) not offered for the truth of the matter (as defined in 
the plurality opinion) or where a suspect has not yet been 
identified, and (b) where the lab report has not been certi-
fied or sworn to. Both sets of conditions would have to be 
satisfied before such evidence will be deemed admissible 
under Williams. In most cases, therefore, prosecutors at-
tempting to determine what witnesses are needed for trial 
would do well to heed the concerns expressed in the dis-
senting opinion, at least until further guidance is received 
from the Supreme Court. 

Clearly, the safest course would be to produce at trial 
each and every technician or analyst who participated 
in the testing. Granting the defense the opportunity to 
cross-examine each participant leaves no room for rever-
sal for a confrontation violation. This course of action is 
obviously the most costly and time-consuming, however. 
In cases where it is not possible or practical to produce 
each witness, and provided that the appellate courts of 
the particular jurisdiction have not disapproved of such 
evidence as violating the Confrontation Clause, the fol-
lowing alternative courses can be considered, several of 
which present at least some degree of risk of reversal on 
confrontation grounds:

• Where analysts/technicians who performed the tests 
are unavailable for trial and where time permits, request 
re-testing of samples, if at all possible, and call the new 
analysts/technicians. In such cases, testimony should not 
reference the previous testing procedures, but rely solely 
upon the new testing.

• Take advantage of any notice-and-demand procedures 
your jurisdiction may offer, providing written notice of 
your intention to rely upon a lab report in lieu of live tes-
timony. The defendant would be responsible for timely 
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objection to such evidence, otherwise forfeiting his right 
to cross-examine the analyst. The Supreme Court has ex-
plicitly approved this course.

• Ask if defense counsel will stipulate to the lab results. 
Where the test result is not a critical issue to the defense 
case (e.g., a ballistics report in a case where identity, rath-
er than cause of death, is in issue) such a stipulation may 
be reasonable from a defense standpoint. To be absolute-
ly safe, secure a verbal or written waiver of cross-exam-
ination from the defendant on the record.75

• Call at least the lead analyst for each test performed.  
In footnote 4 of the dissenting opinion in Williams,  
Justice Kagan suggested that calling a single lead analyst 
may be sufficient to satisfy the Confrontation Clause.76 
Chain of custody and routine calibration procedures 
probably can be satisfactorily proved by use of routine 
business records.

• If the lead analyst is unavailable, call an analyst who  
observed the test, if such a witness can be identified.

• Consider calling the lab supervisor, in addition to a  
lead analyst, where there are multiple steps to the  
testing procedure. He or she can testify concerning  
normal lab protocols and the role of each subsidiary 
step in the testing process.

• Consider proving the case without introducing the foren-
sic evidence. Not all evidence is necessarily essential to 
proving the case. If you decide not to present available 
forensic evidence, file a motion in limine to preclude the 
defense from suggesting that the absence of forensic evi-
dence means an inadequate investigation was conducted 
or from suggesting that the results of the testing would be 
exculpatory (assuming they are not).

• Where no other option is available, and the only way to 
admit crucial evidence is through a witness who was not 
personally involved in the testing, be careful to couch 
your questions in hypothetical form, and carefully prove, 
through either direct or circumstantial evidence, all of 
the predicate facts upon which the hypothetical relies.  
Be sure to request a strongly worded jury instruction on 
expert testimony based upon hypothetical facts.

Conclusion
Prosecutors must continue to tread cautiously when pre-
senting forensic evidence at trial in order to protect their 
convictions from reversal for error based on confrontation 
grounds. Whether the “testimonial/nontestimonial” dichot-
omy of Crawford represents a workable test for forensic ev-
idence adduced at trial appears to be in serious doubt, as 
demonstrated by the fact that a majority of the Court has 
withdrawn its support for the test in that context. Absent a 
more definitive statement from the Court, however, live testi-
mony with cross-examination of all analysts and technicians 
is the only way to guarantee that a conviction will withstand 
a confrontation challenge on appeal. Where that is impossi-
ble, prosecutors must strategically plan their presentation of 
forensic evidence to maximize the likelihood of conviction 
while minimizing the likelihood of reversal on appeal.
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